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IN A SERIES OF NOTES After the crash at Luke field is also man's dominion,' · and that, 
made while in · Honolulu Mrs. which caused indefinite postpone- 'with f.in or p~nion, we soon or late 
George Black, w~o has just return- ment of Amelia's flight, having shall navigate the azure as now 
ed from Hawaii, describes soine of worked Baker island during one of we sail the sea.' That dream, cher-
h e r experiences the days of waiting (it being only ished by many a young lad, is now 
in the Pacific is- 38 miles from Howland) the expe- realized." 
lands. Mrs. Black dition ·started on the journey of 1,- * * * 
went to Hawaii 000 miles eastward along the equa- "I HAVE BEEN INTERESTED,'' 
to visit her. son tor to Jarvis. Each island is man- continues Mrs. Black, "id various 
Richard, . who is ned by four young citizens of Ha- histories of the Pacific islands as 
stationed t h e r e waiian or American-Chinese des- well as this particular group; ot 
on duty with the cent, who carry on a constant stu- their geology, climate, flora, rain-
, Interior depart- dy of the upper air by daily sound- fall, etc. An outstanding feature of 
ment, and while · · ings with pilot balloons, using a this place is the great variation in 
t h e r e she was theodolite , to plot the course of the rainfall. In the Hoolau range it 
joined by her the balloon as it rises. rains 250 inches annually. In an-
daughter Louise * * * other part less than 20 inches. On 
(Mrs. Menschel) "AFTER , UNLOADING SUP- a point 5075 f_eet high 476 inches of 
·whose letter de-. plies and replacing one man at Jar- rain falls, and nof 15 miles away 
scriptive of her · vis, the ship steamed north for near sea level only 22 inches. Since 
trip was recently Davies Honolulu, stopping a few hours at I c~me we have had several real 
publis~ed in this Fanning, also a day at Palmyra, an downpours lasting many hours. In 
column. Like her daughter, Mrs. atoll of 53 tiny coral islands arouna, fact, the other day it poured hard 
Black was impFessed by the beauty a deep lagoon about three miles all day, all night and part of next 
of the Hawaiian scene and the hos- long. They arrived here on March day. I speak of this, thinking of all 
pitality of the people. She also 27. our terrible drouths in past years 
mentions several features not cov- * * * at home, and how I wish that we 
ered by Mrs. Menschel. It was dur- "ONE DAY WE SAW THE AR- might have some of this extra wa-
ing Mrs. Black's stay in Honolulu rival at Pearl harbor of the 12 ter when it is so much needed 
that Richard left for Howland is- planes carrying over 100 men. They there. 
land to complete preparations for made' it from San Diego in 20 * * * 
the landing on that island·· of Ame- hours. A great sight it was when ''HONOLULU WAS VERY ANX-
lia Earhart on her westward flight those planes one by one alighted ious to find out what becomes of 
around the world. That flight end- on the water." all this water, hence the water 
ed in a; crash while taking off from * * * commission co-operated with the 
Honolulu for Howland. Returning WRITING OF THE DEP AR- geologic survey in experiment sta-
to the United States Miss' Earhart ture of the China Clipper Mrs. tions. The city is blessed by hav-
started on an eastward flight and Black writes: ing a great artesian reservoir in 
' was lost while again attempting to "After. watching the plane out of which nature stores a large quan-
l make Howland island from the sight we were shown through a tity of water which has not run 
east. Mrs. Black writes: sister clipper which was standing off into the sea nor gone back into 
* * * by being groomed for a takeoff at the air nor been used by plants 
"ON MARCH 10 RICHARD noon for Alameda, Calif. I was and ani'mals. They are aware of 
left us for the South Seas on the amazed to see that great 25-ton the danger to the supply of wa-
coast guard Shoshone · carrying the ship lift from the water and roar ter, as it is not inexhaustible. They 
supplies and personnel of his away for far away ,China. And this have exploited their valuable sto1~e-
fourth expedition since he took ov- is only ·th~ beginning. They are house. In a period of 15· years it 
er the administration of Jarvis, now, as you know, building a ship was found that the artesian. head 
Howland and Baker islands. They to carry 85 persons with a total had fallen about 14 to 20 feet. Re-
sailed first to, Howla.nd where they weight of 102,000 · pounds. I thought cords show that the head has, been 
stood by for five days waiting for of the time when as a young girl raised several feet in a few years. 
Amelia Earhart to land on the field I recited 'Darius Green and , His Thus the sewer and water 'commis-
which was prepared between the Flying Machine.' Yo~ remember sions together are endeavoring to 
January and March expeditions. how Darius lhough:t that 'the air save Honolulu's priceless heritage." 
- ---,----:- -- -- . - - . ---
I HAVE BEEN .RE AD ING Black · was one of those engaged no position given to guide search-
with great· interest articles in sev- in . that -seardh. ers. 
eral Honolulu magaiines by. Rich- * * * IN T H 1 s * c o* u N* T R y T H E 
d . B Bl k f. Id representa't1·ve NOT _MUC.H IS BEING DONE . . ar . ac , · 1e - night-blooming cereus is a rare 
of the depart- 'in an agricultural way on -the tiny plant which must · be carefully 
ment of the In- islands inhabited by four boys each, sheltered, and wh9se blooming ~ is 
t er i or, who, but even there some effort in that a real event. 'In Hawaii the cereus 
among other dtt- direction is being made. On one is a garden plant which adorns 
ties. has a posi- of Black's visits he carried several the parks, which blooms in profu-
tion which may hundred coconut seedlings which sion, and whose blossoms may be 
be described as were · distributed on the three· picked freely at any time after 10 
that of governor islands. He was pleased to learn P . . M. Picking is permitted because. 
general of all the that since his last visit 45 drums the : flower lasts only a few hours, 
. p o s s e s sions of of water had been collected from and the time limit fs ·fixed in or-
the United States the eaves of "Government house'' der that park visitors may enjoy 
in several hun- on Howland, and copious rains had the rare beauty of · the flowers · dur-
dred square miles been ·reported on Baker.- That ing their brief existence~ 
of the earth's sut·- promised well for the growth of the * * .. * 
face. It is true young coconut trees. Water there CONCERNING THE FLORA 
that the surface must be caught as it falls 'if . it of Hawaii Mrs.' Black has thia 
included in this is to be used, " and as rains are in- note: Davies. · ' 
area is mostly frequent, water for ddnking is The wondrous rank.. vegetation 
the water of the Pacific ocean, and carried from Honolulu. The- fresh and the beauty of the flowers• here. 
the land over which Dick presides rain water 1was a welcome · addi- just cannot be described. It is 
consists . of t:tiree little islands, tion to the supply. Bathing there is said that there are 75,000 varieties· 
~arvis, Baker a:hd Howland. done in the surf. of the orchid alone, and a vast 
* * * * * * number of hibiscus. The bougan-
THE POPULATION OF" EACH AMONG THE · SOUVENIRS OF villa with its scarlet leaf, when 
island consists of just four persons, her journey Mrs. Black brought covering the side of a house or·· a 
Hawaiian young men, each group with her several feathers taken complete hillside forms a picture 
being relieved , by another frol'll from birds which· until recently never to be forgotten. For a cen-
time to time, but until relieved were the only· inhabitants of 'How- tury · the flora of Hawaii has in-
those boys are, the only human land island. · 'Each feather is about terested botanists the world over. 
beings within many hundred miles. 16 inches long, very slender, but I read that the reason for this is , 
Their main jib is to maintain con- with a stiff quill. The plumage is not so much the number ot' plants, 
tinuity of American occupation so very narrow and near the base is for this is not so large, nor is it 
that there will be no question as to .white, b.ut otherwise ,a brillian~ red. the luxuriance of the forests-for 
American title. Their other duties Each bird has two of these long they - do not compare with · many 
are all incidental to that. feathers in its tail. The .bi:r:-ds are tropical jungles - but Hawaiian 
so numerous on the island that · it plants are famous because so many 
* * * . was feared that they would inter- of them occur nowhere else in the 
THE MAGAZINES - CONTAIN- fere with the landing of Miss Ear- world. Scientists say that 80 pe:,; 
ing Black's articles were brought hart's plane, and preparations were cent of the ,flowers here are inde-
to Grand Forks-by his mother, Mrs. made .. to ~xplode a quantity of mic (plants found only ;in one re-
George Biack, some of whose dynamite in order to frighten gion) the reason 'for this being be-
notes on her Hawaiian vi~it were them away when notice of t:P.e cause we are thousands of miles 
1 published yesterday. Mrs. Black· plane's approach was r~ceived. from the nearest land mass i 
I was in Hawaii during the seach ·But the only · message received was every directiori--:-the most isolate • for Amelia Earhart. Richard that the plane was in trouble, with place in the world." 
,~~~~~~~=ti 
.. 
DOWN IN BUENOS AIRES through the rolls in a continuous to produce a louder and more far-
' they use cockroaches for cleaning stream for 139 days and nights. In reaching note on a lower key, with 
rolling glass continuous operation the musical resonance of a French 
their streets. That statement calls is maintained as long as possible horn." 
for explanation. Our southern because interruptions cause many * * ~ 
friends ordered a complications. In the case of the IN E A R L Y T I M E S THE 
fleet of midget 500-mile sheet, believed to be the trumpeter swan probaJ>ly bred 
s t r e e t cleaning longest ever made, work was sus- south to Indiana, Wisconsin, Iowa, 
machines which, pended at the end of 139 days be- Montana, and Idaho. E.ven as late 
mounted on soft cause the great heat had at last as 1871 it raised young in Iowa, and 
tires and capable softened the rolls and caused the in 1886 in Minnesota. Now it is 
of moving swift- glass to stick. confined · in this country to the re-
ly and making * * * gion about northwestern Wyoming 
sharp turns, can THERE IS AN ELEMENT OF and southwestern Montana, an4 in 
be used equally irreconclliable · incompatibility be- Canada to possibly not more than 
well on the street tween flood control and power de- a single lake area in British Col-
driveways and .on velopment which keeps the engin- umbia. 
the side w a 1 k s. eers guessing. The maximum effi- * * * 
The swift and ap- ciency of a flood control project is .JOHN .JAMES AUDUBON TRY-
parently effort- attained when the reservoir is ing to give readers "a perfe~t con-
1 e a s movements empty before the flood waters b&- ception of the beauty and elegance" 
of the machine gin to come. Power . development of the trumpeter swan said in 
s u g g e s t e d to Davies. demands a full reservoir at all part: ' 
some local person a familiar .insect, times. · "You must observe them when 
and the order specified that each * * * they are not aware, of your prox-
machine be plainly labeled "La THERE · IS GROUND FOR imity, and as they glide over the 
Cucaracha," which la Latin-Amer- hope that the trumpeter swan, gen- waters of some secluded inland 
lean for "The Cockroach.~' · era.Uy believed to be on the way to pool. On such occasions, the neck, 
* * * extinction, will remain one of the which at other times is held stiffly 
WHICH REMINDS ME OF TWO interesting figures of our wild life. upright, moves in graceful curves, 
wayfarers, a Frenchman and a This summer's census, taken as now bent forward, now inclined 
cockney aeated on a park· bench. usual under the direction of the backward over the body. Now with 
.. Politely the Frenchman• said: "I Biological survey, revealed at least an extended scooping movement 
hope I do not cockroach, Messieu." 158 of these birds in the United the head becomes immersed for a 
"Not at all," said the cockney, with States, an increase of 43 from last moment, and with a sudden effort 
equal .politeness. ''Not at· all, But year. Of these 90 were counted in a flood of water is thrown over the 
Wot you w~nta io .aay, buddy, is the Red Rocks refuge in south- bac and wings, when it is seen 
. hencroach, not eockroach." western Montana and the others in rolling off in sparkling globule.,c;, 
* * * and around Yellowstone park.· like so many large pearls. The bird 
GLA~S KA.KING HAS ATTAIN- * * * then shakes its wings, beats the 
, ed auch . a elo11e approach to per- TRUMPETER SWAN S ARE water, and as if giddy with delight 
. fection that . in one factory recent- the largest North American wild shoots away, gliding over and be-
1 ly a continuous sheet of glass 500 fowl, tipping · the scales at more neath the liquid element with sur-
miles long was made. Naturally the than 30 pounds. In size and splend- prising agility and grace. Imagine 
sheet did not remain in that un- or the waistling swan is so nearly . . • that a flock of -50 · swans are 
broken strip, as it was cut into an equal that the two birds can thus sporting before you, ~s they 
l~ngil)a a1 the work progressed, hardly be distinguished at a dis,- have more than once been in DlY 
but as the glass eame from the ta.nee, but the trumpeter swan has sight, and you will .feel, as I have 
machines it was of that unbroken a windpipe which· has "just one felt~ more happy and void of care 
length. Molten material passed more convolution, which enables it than I can describe.'' 
WHILE TIDS IS NOT IN ANY 200 acres of land in the area. Am- · the property. Fortunately no serl• 
sense · a Kiwanis column, or a club 
column of any kind, I must men-
tion today some articles which ap-
pear in the · SeP-
. tember .Kiwanis 
m a g a z i n e, a t 
1 e a a t t w o , of 
which have spe-
cial interest for 
North Dakotans. 
First of these is 
the leading· art-
icle In the maga-
zine, e n t 1 t 1 e d 
"The Con1tltution 
Ia Your Govern-
ment," by James 
Morris, aasoclate 
j u s t 1 c e of the 
North Dakota su-
preme court and Davies. 
immediate past governor of the 
!tt{lnneaota, Dakotaa Kiwanis · dis-
trict. 
erlcan cce boys have built park ous consideration was given to that 
structures· on the Amerfcan side of proposal. 
the line with Manitoba pine logs, * * * 
and the article notea that the sight INSTEAD, THE WEST TORQN .. 
of American army trucks e~gaged to Kiwanis club has assumed 
in this work hundreds of miles in charge of the property on a share-
the interior . of Canada indicates and-share basis. The castle is fea-
the spirit. of friendship that exists tured as one of the sights of the 
between the two countries. · It will city for a small admission charge. 
be remembered that Carl Daniel- It is also used for club and recrea-
son, of Minot, for many years presi- ·tion purposes, and new equipment 
dent of the Gr.eater North Dakota for these purposes has been in- , 
association, is now engaged in stalled. 
raising funds for the completion of * * * 
work In the park. LASTLY, FOR TODAY, THE 
* * * magazine contain• an article by 
OF NO GREATER INTEREST Charles Wakefield Cadman, who 
in North Dakota than elsewhere, aaka: "What's wrong with popular 
but of general 1nt.erest, neverthe- music?" These, in · brief, are the 
less, is the fact that the West To- conclusions of the writer: 
ronto· Kiwanis club baa taken over · "Cleverne11 and 1ensationali1m 
Casa Loma, the baronial style have been aupplanting 1incerity 
castle owned by the city of Toron· and artistic approach. 
to, and which the · city has found -
* * * . such a perplexing poBSeMion. "Cleverness la beinl' confused 
IN THIS ARTICLE JUDGE * * * and too often accepted a1 merit 
Morris describes the conditions CASA LOMA WAS BUILT IN ahd hi tound on the concert •tag• 
under which. the constitution came 1911 by Sir Henry Pellatt, then a as wa.11 a1 in radio, on Broadway 
into being, defines its principles millionaire, but who later lost his and in Hollywood. 
and describes · its. method of opera- fortune. The building has all the 
tion. He emphasizes the fact that appearance of. a baronial castle of 
ours was intended to be "a govern- the middle ages, with turrets, bat-
ment of laws and not of mep,'' and tlement, moat and all the other ap-
that unrestrained exercise of pow- pointrnents, even to the dungeon. It 
er, whether by an individual or by has 100 rooms, some of immense 
the multitude, is fatal to the devel- size, and the carvings and other 
''School children ha.ve not been 
taught the ·art ot carefully lt1ten-
ing and carefully discriminatin~ 
between what 11 worthy and what 
ls unworthy .. 
opment of a really great nation. embellishments are replicas of or- "It Is deplorable that the various 
* * . * iglnals In European castles. The fields of entertainment oontinually 
ANOTHER AR TI CLE DE- building cost several million dol- pander to the lower tutea a.nd 
scribes the dedication of the Ki- lars. After the financial reverse8 of preferences of unedueate~ liaten-
wanls peace tablet at the Interna- its owner the city was obliged , to ers. 
ti nal Peace Garden between Mani- take th.e property over for delin-
toba and North Dakota. The dedf .. quent taxes, and it has beep a ver-
cation took place on July 18, and itable white elephant. 
atldresses in connection with the * * * 
event were delivered by F. Traf- NOT LONG AGO THIS COt,.. 
ford Taylor, international presi- umn commented on the proposal 
dent of Kiwanis, and other officers made by some hare-brained individ-
of the organization. The article ual that the Dionne quintuplets be 
gives a. description of the park, installed in Casa Loma ih the hope 
with illustrations and notes the that the sightseer• who . 1 would 
progress that , has already been I thus , be attracted would yield · suf-
made in the improv~me~t of the 2,- ficient revenue to atop the loss on 
"I have never foraallen my ear!r' 
love for good popular music but 
too often one finds In some of it 
the moat childish, almost idiotio 
texts. · 
. "I feel that community muaic is 
greatly a.buaed and badly handled 
in America ••• we aee an alarminl' 
absence of individual or group ad-
vancemerit.0 
-~~--,-.·~-----'~-·....---~--·-·~,, 
A FRIEND WHO HAS PLAYED swallows · with great interest. The perimentation. All of our fruits -
hostess to a flock of swallows for birds rear several broods each , sea- have passed through many stages 
son. This year five bro.ods were of change at the hands of the hor-
several years is convinced that the hatched and feathered Qut. No time ticulturist. Even our root crops 
birds. keep a calendar of their own is lost between broods, for as soon have undergone similar changes. 
a n d r e g u l at e as one is hatched work · is begun * * * 
their movements on the building of another nest ALL THIS, IF YOU PLEASE, 
by it. Each year close by. In this eggs are laid and is '4contrary to natl1re". It is not 
for several years hatched while the older birds are according to nature that there 
past it has been feathering out. When the young should be a field of wheat and an-
noticed that the are old enough to fly they are other of potatoes, or a garden fill-
birds left for the coaxed out and given lessons, and ed with flowers, all free from 
south on the first as soon as they have perfected weeds. Nat1;1re's products, in this 
of September. themselves in flight they are . led sense, are "scrubs." It has taken 
Shortly b e f o r e off somewhere-no one knows the ingenuity of man to improve 
that date there where, and the parent birds devote them, which means to fit them for 
there would be their attention exclusively to the his own use. To accomplish his 
evidences t h a t next batch. purpose, of course, man must not 
the birds were * * * violate the laws of nature, but ap-
P r e p a r i n g ·for IN CONNECTION WITH THE ply those laws in the manner which 
something out of recent successful meeting of the will best promote his purpose. And, 
the ordinary. state Horticultural society here if the guidance of the human hand 
And, when the Davies. there comes the thought that many were suspended, · within a few gen-
morning of September 1 dawned, of the things of beauty that we erations all our plants . would re-
the ~irds were gone. see around us, and nearly all of vert to a state of nature; wheat 
* * * our food plants have resulted from and eorn would · become grass 
THIS Y EAR AUGUST AP- the painstaking work of man. again, potatoea. would shrink and 
proached its close without any aign There are innumerable beautiful toughen, and· all the choice prod .. 
of the customary preparation for wild flowe:rs, of course, but there ucts with wµich we are now fam.il• 
moving. There had been no unus- is scarcely a garden flower that iar would use their usefulness to 
ually cool weather to suggest the has not. been changed materially man in achieving the hardihood 
approach of fall. Members of ~he from its wild ancestry by cultiva.. necessary to maintain theii: exis-
. household commented that t~is tion, selection, cross - fertilization tence. 
year the swallows were likely to and other methods known to the * * * 
miss their moving date. But on the horticulturist. Thus, from the or- .A.l~OTHER WEEK OR SO AND 
last day of August several atrange dinary · wild rose there has been we may expect froat, and the first 
swallows appeared and joined the developed a vast collection of aup- frost is alway• unwelcome because 
i little local flock, and the day was erb roses, larger and finer, and it blights the flowers which, but 
spent In friendly visiting. Next with a wide range of color, which for perhaps one cold night, might 
morning there was not a swallow bear but & slight resemblance to retain all their beauty for several 
to be aeen. Guests and hosts alike their distant parent. This is true weeks longer. But, if the frost 
had taken flight for the south. of almost every cultivated flower. blights the flowers, there is com-
They had kept up ·the tradition of * 1 * * pensation in the glorious coloring 
moving on September 1. OUR WHEAT, CORN AND of autumn foliage. There is also 
* * · * other grains were developed from compensation in the fact that 
KY INFORMANT HAS OB- wild grasses. The potato is the frost spells th d~ath of mosqui-
served the domestic habits of her product of many generations of ex- toes. 
·=------ ·---
A VALUED CORRESPONDENT I thetic sense, I often wonder when, included, in order to taste such a 
_ at Mccanna sends . in the following and how, and by whom there were savory morsel. 
. letter of appreciation: discovered the various tasteful * * . * 
* * * combinations which we now find so ALL THAT, OF COURSE, IS A 
"SIR:-YOU HELPED THE indispensible on our dinner tables. matter of history. But w:Ho discov-
booze by finding Of course it was a simple matter ered that cheese belongs with ap-
e,xcuses for men for our ancestors to sample such ple pie? There is little similarity 
to drink, and now things as bananas, and oranges, between goose and pork, yet apple· 
y o u encourage and apples, and determine whether sauce goes properly with ·each, 
the use of tobac- they liked them or not. We, their though not so well with roast beef. 
co because a descendants, have profited from Who found that out, and who first 
bunch of weak their experience and made some learned: about roast beef and York-
kneed preachers tests of our own. shire pudding? Who learned that 
w e r e strong * . * * roast duck and currant jelly have 
enough physical- I WAS 19 YEARS OLD BE- a peculiar affinity for each other. 
ly to withstand fore I ever tasted a banana. At It is und-erstandable that green 
its h~rmful ef- home I had seen occasional bunch- peas should be served with lamb, 
fects temporarily es of those peculiar fruits, but I for they belong in the same sea-
while the less ro- saw no one eating them, and curi- son, but the calendar has nothing 
bust ones didn't osity concerning them had not be-en to do with the practice of sprink-
smoke. aroused. But, arriving one day in ling mint sauce on lamb. 
"If now you Davies. Chicago, I saw, as it seemed to * * * 
could encourage - .. ~, e_veryone eating bananas-on IN THE UNITED STATES 
rape, stealing, cussing and all the the streets in the stores, on the cranberry sauce is indispensable 
other faults we are prone to have, street c~rs, everywhere. I made up with roast turkey, but that is an 
you'd sure. have something to glad- my mind that if all those people Americanism, pure and simple. The 
den your heart your last remaining could eat bananas, I could. I tried Pilgrims found turkeys running 
years." one, and didn't care much for it, wild in the woods and cranberries 
* * · * but, yielding to the mob spirit, I growing wild in the bogs, and the 
APROPS THE ABOVE, THE persisted until I became rather Indians used both because they 
Minneapolis Journal comments edi- fond of bananas. Others ·have had wer,e easy to get. The Pilgrims fol-
torially on a rece.ntly published similar expe_rience with various lowed suit for a similar reason, and 
book, "American Wonderland," by foods, cantaloupe, for one. thus was founded one of the great 
Shane Leslie, an Irish writer, who * * * American traditions. 
re-views the American scene as he 'THEN THERE IS THE MAT- . * * * 
has observed it during the past ter of roast pig. Everyone knows · ALL TRACE OF THE ORIGIN 
quarter of a century. Leslie recalls on the authority of Charles Lamb's of most of these practices is lost, 
an amusing incident in which inimitable essay, that the first roast but it is quite certain that we owe 
Grandmother Jerome, an ardent pig was cooked in the. fire .which some of o~r most pleasing food 
"dry," was asked what she thought destroyed the barn of a Chinese combinations, not to the geniu.s of 
of the miracle at , Cana of Galilee. villager, and the discovery that high-priced chefs, but to some for-
:Without hesitation the old lady pro- roast pig tastes good was made by tunate accident . which befell our 
nounced the turning of water into the owner's young son, who licked distant progenitors, or to the dar ... 
wine "an error of taste." his fingers after dragging the pig ing and resourcefulness of some of 
· * · * * from the embers. Thereafter, for those progenitors who were willing 
SPEAKING OF TASTE, IN THE some time, the villager burned to take a . chance in order to dis-
physiological rather than the e.s- down one barn after another, pig cover what was good to eat. 
IN WATCHING THE PROG- rivers, eapecially on the · lower "THE U. S. BUREAU OF BI-
ress of events in the Far East and reaches, where there is, aft!r all, ological Survey has conducted ex-
. . more food to be found than·· in the . 
wond~ring whether the disturbance desert whence they come . • • • Sud· periments at Aberdeen, S. D., and 
there. will res~lve itself into a · war denly, though the sky _ is. clear . blue, New Rockford, N. D., in an effort 
'or will remain a there is a rumble of distant thun- to determine the effects of ,strych-
·mere killing-fest, der. All the thousands of · men and nine treated rodent·,. bait on China 
Signor Mussoli":' women camped in the river bed pheasants and Hungarian part-
n_i's late exc~r- . rush· out, carrying· their tents and ridges. There were 100 China 
s1on, into Et~10... their household goods with them, pheasants and 25. Hungarian. part-
pia h~ ,been to take flight. A' confused clamor ridges used in these experiments. 
pretty well for~ arises, 'El Bahr! The river!' • • • No deaths from poisoning resulted~ 
gotten. But Mus- * . * * * * * 
solini is now try- "EVEN UP IN THE HIGH- ''THE BAIT USED IN THIS 
· ing to consoll.. lands,' thousands leave their homes experimental work was strychnine 
date whatever it and take refuge. in ' the higher poisoned ·oats in the strength used 
was that· he gain- mountains as men did in ·the in ground squirrel (gopher) ·prai-
. ed in Ethiopia, flood. All traffic is at a stanastill rie dog, and rabbit control work in 
and it is under- in the rainy ntonths, for nobody the Dakotas by this federal agency. 
stood that he is · can cross the raging rivers, and * * * . 
finding .. the task even the poorest peasant going to ''TWO IMPORTANT THINGS 
a tough one., In Davies. the next village takes a kind of concerning the reaction (')f theae 
t ha t connection . cape of papyrus with him to cow- birds were determined. · 
I was interested in reading a .de· er under when a fresh deluge over.. 1. Poisoned bait is not taken 
scription · of some of the physical takes hiin. The · hor1es, who can- readily by the pheasant nor by the 
c~nditions met in Ethio~ia as not cross the streaming valleys, pa~tridge when the 1ame untreated 
given by Emil Ludwig m his stand unharnessed in the huts with grain or some other elean food is 
book, . ''The Nile." The book :was the people who pall the rainy present. , 
written before the invasion of xnontha d~lly, perhaps sociably~ 2. Even when starved for pe-
Ethiopia, . and the description is but not impatiently. They ·all know rlods up to six days for the pheaa-
without political animu1. Ludwig it will. not last · long ••• When the ant and one day- for the partridge 
writes: Savanna greens, it· at once becomes and then given only 1trycbnine 
* * * a ·swamp, a cloud of insects arises, poisoned bait, the birds w111 not 
"BUT THIS RAIN. WHOSE EF- the herds are .in danger;' even the eat a sufficient amount ot. ~rs 
feet, the Egyptian fellah enjoys most constant companion of man, poisoned bait to kill' them. 
every October, and · the Abyssinian the camel, tlounder1 if its driver 1 · 3. Pheasan t1 ate only one•th1rd 
peasant rather e~rlier, visits the does not wait until the morning aa much poisoned u unpoisoned 
Abyssinian farmer in terrible gu~se; sun has dried off the surface a lit... grain. Partridge• ate only 10% as 
thunderstorms, heavier and more tle. Men and beasts hurry to high- mu ch poisoned u unpoilfOned 
frequent than anywhere else on er levels; the Nile creates wander- grain. 
earth, cloud•bursts and hail, ap- ers. In three months, the greater * * * 
pearing and disappearing" 1udden- part of the whole rainfall for the -"IN FACT IT .APPEAR-I THAT 
ly, like everything else in this year has come down, and with it a pheasant or partridge may con-
strange land, destroy men, cattle the flood." sume a crop full of the rodent bait, 
and huts. The number of thunder * * * as the Biological Survey prepares 
storms has been reckoned at tour LUDWIG'S BOOK, WHICH IS tt, without death being the result. 
hundred a year; hundreds are kill- described in the sub-title as "The "An attempt was made to get 
ed by lightning every summer, and Life--Story of a River," presents in additional strrchnine poisoned 
not lo~g ago the ,e:tnperor order~d panorama the history of that , an- grain into the birds by · force feed• 
services of ·intercession to be held cient river. ·and describes the civlli- ing a;fter they had been .itarved 
because. 10 many men had been zation, along its course. as. it has for two days and then 1lven .only 
struck down by it. been . and aei it is. It is a. fas~inat- poisoned grain to eat voluntarily. 
* * * ing story. It was not found possible to kill 
"THUS THE PEOPLES. OF * * · * , the bird1 in that manner. 
theee lands have had to turn no- PERSONS WHO HAVE BEEN "Over one ounce of the a~ch-
mad, spending the nine months' apprehensive c o n c e r n i n g the nine bait was taken by starved 
dry 1ea1on where vestiges of wa.- danger · to game birds from the phea&1ants · in 1everal ca.sea. Much 
ter lie in the river beds, where men spreading of poisoned grain for smaller amount wa• t~e maximum 
~nd beasts can find just enough · to gophers .. and· other rodents ' will for partridgea as they flo :not have 
eat .•• With their camels. and find something interesting in these the capacity ordinarily for more 
goats, with all they possess by way paragraphs from, a bulletin i11ued than 1-8 ounce per feeding .. :N'o 
.oi women and children, these by Ja.mea Kowles, of Mitchell, S. deaths resulted -even though _every 
Arab nomads choose their camping D., district agent of· the Biological effort was made- to get the. birds 
place 'in the dry, deep,. beds ot these survey: · to eat as much a1 possible.'' 
JOHN EXECUTIVE, pers." Which may or may not be scribed as a carrion-eating bird. It 
secretary of the Nebraska humane true. does eat, carrion, ·but only 2.58 . per 
society, is convinced that the war · * * * cent of all the food consumed by 
THERE HA VE BEEN OCCA- those birds in a . year ·was carrion. 
that bas been waged on crows is re- sional visitations of grasshoppers Corn accounts for 38.42 per cent 
sponsible for the in immense numbers from as far and other grain 12.70 per cent. 
invasion of grass- Hence more than half the food of 
h o p p e rs t h at back as ,the records go, but it is the crows ha(! been grain, justify-
swept several of only in these later generations that ing the description of the crow as 
t h e m i d w e s t systematic war has been waged a grain-eating . bird. Grasshoppers 
states this sum- against the crow on a sca)e which account .for 7.34 per cent of the 
mer. Formerly, would have · any appreciable · effect year's food. 
says Mr. Welch, on the number of those black birds. * * * 
crows and hop- There are now ' living in the ,north- THAT DOES NOT .QUITE TELL 
pers fought it out west persons who have vivid rec- the story. While those hoppers seem 
a 1 o ng · n a t u r al ollections of t h e grasshopper to have consµmed small quantities ( 
lines, but when plague that swept southern Min- of grasshopp~rs in ~very month,. 
man stepped in nesota in the sixties. The district winter or summer, that food· is 
with shotgun and was then sparsely settled, and if available in quantity only in th~ 
dynamite and be- the homesteaders took time off to summer months. Th;e percentage of 
gan t o destroy shoot crows at all, there were not grasshopper in July was 14.04, in 
the c r o w s,. the Davies. enough farmers to make much im- August 19.14 and in . September 
hoppers had all the advantage. pression on the number of crows. 19.24. The percentage of grain in 
* * * Yet t h e grasshoppers devoured those months , was 29.35, 40.76 and 
THAT CROWS EAT GRASS- every green thing, and there was 37.93. In the order of quantity the 
hoppers is generally understood, a great exodus from t~at country fo,ods ra9~ed t?e yea~ round, corn, 
but it is to be feared that in reach- to escape literal starvation. other gram, w1\d fruit ·"nd gra$S-
ing the conclusiQn that the killing * * * hoppers, with small percentages of 
of crows is responsible for the A STUDY OF THE FOOD OF various other foods. 
grasshopper plague. Mr. Welch, adult crows has been made by the * * · * 
like many other persons; started United States biological survey, anq THE FACT THAT MORE THAN 
out with , a conviction and then a tabl~ based ' on that study is pub- 50 per cent Qf ; .the · food consumed 
used current facts to support it, lished in "NQrth Dakota Out"'.' in January was corn suggests that 
assigning to them the respective doors," the little magazine publish- the study was made in a corn coun-
positions of · cause and effect, with- ed by the state game and :fish· de- try where the birds had access to 
out taking steps to ascertain whe- partment. An, examination . was corn cribs and :fields of corn being' 
ther' or not that relationship e;x- made of the stomach contents of hogged off. One wonders where the 
isted. The argument would run .1,340 · crows, some being killed 'in crows found enough grasshoppera 
something like this: "Crows eat each month of the year. Tlie table in January to constitute more than 
grasshoppers. Many crows have shows the percentage of' each kind 2 per cent of their food. The ~tudy 
been killed. Grasshoppers have be- of food consumed in each of the does not bear out Mr. 'Welch's 
come numerous. Therefore the kill- twelve months. statement that the killing of crows 
ing of the crows is responsible for * * * is responsible. for the multitude' of 
the increased number of grasshop- THE CROW IS OFTEN DE- grasshoppers. It may have ~elped. 
- -· 
OIIOOL DAYS HAVE- THJaSJC OBSERVATIONS AP- be whipped after they sot tbere. 
apJn, and millions of ehlld!'en · are ply equally to achoolglrla. Taking There were teachers who wee 
a.gala on their way . each mor g the youngsters aa they run, and ob- bullie an4 tyrants, Qlld school days 
· under such direction "f'lere anytl>ing 
to 1pend several ·hour• in ctus ervlng them any mornlnl' a ·little but pleasant. Tho,-, were the dark 
roQ-1X11. Sh a k e - before 'nine o'clock, one would pro- daye and dark places, but there ts 
spe~a Jacques, nou ce them a happy · lot, notwltb- little left of them. Our school ehil• 
In Jils. fa 111 ° u s standing the Immortal Jacqu;u, · the dren now seem to have' no aen e 
aeven a g e • of of grievance. They go to echool 
m~, listed the more traultorJ Phil opbera of la- willingly, and they enjoy it. 
eeoJll g e "' ter ttm-. innumerable eartoontsts, * * * · 
tJaat of the achool- ucl a whole army of newapaper IT IS r NT E RE s TINO TO 
b0?!-.A: th th i,arasrapbera. watch th& new ftrst sr&dera on 
,Q,&.J~ en e * * * their way to achool. To them a new 
Wh(ning •chool- TEDD IDIJA OJ' MANY OF world has opened and they enter it 
, boy, w 1th hi• theae seem.a to be that because eagerly, wonderingly and joyow,ly. 
aa~el4 ahlninao omebod.y atarted a tradition of un- One ·o~ these mornings eve~ flret 
, n • . wUUngne I to 10 to • c h o o 1, grader will be seen marcbin1 to 
mor~i1n~ ~~:, a tradttlon which actually bad school bearing an appl , or a flow-::~i9 n 8 a o me foundation, all children, er, or aome delicacy for teacher .. 
., . everywhere, muat regard going to That has become one of the tradi-
i!7~~l1ngly to · Davies. achool u proloqed torture and go tion•. What teacher does with all 
sc O • to school to eaeape , the whipping the gifta that are thus · showered 
THE MO~EBi :cHOOLBOY which will 1>e: given them U they upon her ia a mystery, but if she 
. . don't go and go in antlclp-.tlo11 of ls a youns penon of tact, as usual-
may have a atc~l, and he ls the whipping that they are · •ure to ly sbe la, the gift will be received 
quit. likely to have & ahinlng pt after they set there. ·The no-- with every evidence ot. aurprlst;,, 41-
mo.rnln.. faee. Usually bis mother tlon resemble• that which applle1 . though ~aat year's class diet tile 
looks after that. But h 18 seld~m to Frlday. That day was once quite same th11~.g, and the class betore e generally believed to be unlucky, that, and so on away back. 
whlnlns, nor clou he creep like a and the common cuatom· w~ to be * * * 
uall, and lt would be difficult for w,µ-y about atarting new enter- SCHOOL DAYS ARE VERY 
oae ,t~ tlnd tvldence ot unwlllill1- terpriaes on a day of such bad re- far .-from being the horror that tllty 
II. his demeanor. Probably he pute. Today few )Htrsona pay any are often aaicl to be. And '91:hlle 
• J!Jf that vac&tlon is over, and attention to l'rldJW o.cept to joke there hu been much exaggeration 
II •4 how Ile like• school he about It, but the tra.dltlon llv,a, and in reference to the undeidr&tlle 
lat leoJara It to be "the bunk," It la giveu • fre,m ta,rt every time features of the old scho·oJ, IP t ere 
or 'Pl8 whatever II tbe latest equiv- tb&t l'rlday ht.ppen, on the thtr- has been elt&l'8'eration in reference 
al-.t of that phrau. Biat tlte teenth of the month. But generally to the other aide of the old aebool 
achoolhoy of tllday ta.kti the tran• sp·ealdnr, nob()dy cares. days. "Dear old golden rule da. 
11W1111 #Om 'ft.C&tlo1, to the grind of * * · * must have bee:u writt,n by a 
ISOl~I work philosophically, and In CIQLDREN HAVE HAD TO BE one who had forgotten mo,t ot 
way or anothor ha oontrives to whipped 1Jo achool, and bl ,certain what ~went on in hia ·or her o 
... alderable kl~ out of school. schools they were pretty sure to school days • . 
RAGWEED IS ONE OF THE 
most important sources of hay 
fever. In the east it has been dis~ 
covered that there is biological 
war between · rag-
weed and sun-
flowers, and that 
if both are given 
equal chance sun-
flowers will crowd 
ragweed out. It 
has been suggest-
ed, t h e r e f o r e, 
·t h at sunflowers 
be planted freely 
w h e r e v e r· rag-
weed grows in 
order t h at the 
vicious ·Weed ·may 
be d e s t r o y e d. 
. However, a plant Davies. 
specialist . s a y s · . 
there 1~ nothing in this idea be-
cause the two plants do not thrive 
naturally on the same kind of soil. 
Ragweed prefers a moist soil and 
sunflower a dry 9ne. Sunflower, 
says the specialist, win kill out 
ragw-eed w-here both are planted on 
medium soil, but in moist soil the 
ragweed will hold its own. 
* * * OF COURSE THERE ARE 
many other sources of bay fever. 
There are persons who cannot p~s 
near a field of ripening corn with-
out being taken with a fit of vio-
lent sneezing. Minute particles 
from the fur of a cat or dog are in-
tensely irritating to some. Presi-
dent Coolidge had to avoid horses 
for a similar reason. Some suffer-
ertl are benefited by avoiding the 
particular substants to which they 
are -sensitive. Othera can be rend· 
ered immune, at least for a time, by in England and Wal~s, and as far 
injections of serum prepared for .back as my information reaches 
that purpose. Still others seem un- there is no suggestion of kings, 
able to find relief from any source. princes, bandits or other gr_eatly 
They must just sneeze and bear it. distinguished pers.ons in th.e line. 
And it's no fun; Therefore, when the publishers of 
* * , * genealogical books convey to m~ 
I AM INFORMED THAT . MY hints of super-excellence or dis-
name has been selected for inclu- tinguished position in the family 
· sion in a ..magnificent volume of iust a few generations ba.ck, I take 
genealogy, and I am urged to sup- it that they are telling me fairy 
ply immediate! data relating to my tales. 
life and activities, and also to send * * * 
$25 as advance subscription for a A PARAGRAPH SAYING THAT 
CO!'Y of the publication, as the red clover seed is scarce this year 
book will not be sold except by reminds me of my first and only 
subscription. With profound thanks speculation in farm products. In 
to everybody concerned, I am not the Brantford store where I work-
having any. ed w-e handled a ·Considerable quan-
* * * tity of clover seed. One year clover 
SIMILAR OFFERS ARE BE- seed was reported scarce and the 
ing made by one concern or anoth- price, which had been about $6.00 
er to millions of · people, and per- a bushel, · rose ,step by step until it 
haps hundreds of thousands bite. reached $10.00. I bought 10 1 bushels 
The announcements are usually so of the seed, expecting that the rise 
worded as to convey the impres- would continue. I didn't buy on 
sion that there has been some in- margin, but paid outright for my 
vestigation of the history of the purchase and took possession. I · 
prospect's f~mily, and that the pub~- stored my five sacks of seed in a 
Ushers have the necessary facts re- corner of the warehouse and wait-
lating to the ·prospect's distinguish- ed for the expected advance. I had 
ed ancestry, and wish .current in- bought exactly iat the top of the 
formation merely to complete the market. The price didn't advance a 
picture. And in the fond belief that cent. Instead, it dropped a cent or 
the forthcoming book will show his two a pound, hesitated 8. while, 
direct line of des~ent from Charle- gained a fraction, and then drop-
magne, or Brian Borou, or some ped again. After holding my pur-
other ancient personage, if he is ,chase for a year I sold, for $60.00 . 
sufficiently credulous he may shell the seed for which I had paid $100. 
out his shekels. , Since then, whenever I have felt 
* * * symptoms of temptation to dabble 
I HAVE SOME INFORMATION in wheat or other commodities, I 
concerning several generations of have thought of 'clover seed a.nd 
my family on both sides, paternal shied off like a frisky horse from 
and maternal, in thi! country and a fluttering sheet of paper. 
THOMAS D. CAMPBELL, FOR- automobiles in large quantities, E. A. GETCHELL, FORMER · 
mer Grand Forks man, who be- and Thomas D.' Campbell, a farmer Grand Forks resident now of Min-
neapolis, who was visiting here thel, 
other day, told of a conversatio 
he had recently with Charles King 
came known as "the world's larg- who thinks in terms of counties, 
. . 
est wheat grower," 
mammoth farm-
ing operations at 
through his are going to operate a new 286,000-
H a r d i n, Mont., 
does things on a 
big scale or not 
·at all. His Mon-
tana venture was 
undertaken . dur-
'ing the war, 
when the govern-
ment was clam-
oring for wheat 
and more wheat. 
Campbell obtain-
ed per m i s s i o n 
from the Interior 
depar t m e n t to 
lease an immense Davies. 
tract of Indian land a·t nominal 
rental, upon which to grow wheat 
by dry farming methods. To ob-
tain capital he laid his plan before 
J'. Pierpont ·Morgan, who, with sev-
eral friends, advanced $5,000,000 to 
finance the project. Morgan ex-
plained to his friends tnat the 
project might or might not prove 
successful financially, but urged 
co-operation in order to aid the 
government in its war measures. 
* * * MUCH WHEAT WAS THUS 
provided, but following the war a 
series of bad years made the en-
terprise unprofitable. The New 
York financiers withdrew, charg-
ing off the greater part of their 
investment, and leaving Campbell 
to .continue independently. Recent-
ly Camp bell joined J' ohn J'. Rasko b 
in a partnership to farm a big 
tract in New Mexico, and this 
brings 'from The New York Times 
the following comment: 
* * * 
"SEVERAL RECENT NEWS 
items, when taken in conjunction, 
would seem to imply that the end 
of the world in these United States 
has been greatly exaggerated. 
''J'oJhn J'. Raskob, who once made 
acre ranch on the Rio Grande in of St. Paul, who back in 'the '70's 
New Mexico; it means a farm was partially responsible for found-
about one-fifth the size of the ing of The Grand Forks Herald. 
State of Delaware. The geophysi- At that time George Winship 
and King were setting type on a 
cists and meteorologists in congress daily newspaper in St. Paul. One 
assembled speak with confidence day King said to Winship: "Why 
of the e?ld of drouths. '_rhe present not get a pla.nt and start a paper 
dry cycle -is about all through in of our own m one of those new 
' western towns.'' 
the opinion of Dr. C. G. Abbott of .* * * 
the Smithsonian Institution, and . THE NEXT TIME A TYPE 
the next one is not due till the year salesman came along, they asked 
1975. We have published pictures of him if he knew. where they could 
thriving dry belt cornfields under get a printing plant cheap. He told 
the heading Dust Bowl Stages them of. a newspaper in Caledonia, 
Comeback. The five major grain Minn., that had just gone broke. 
crops this year will be about five Winship and King went there· and 
billion bushels, as against t_hree bought the plant at a bargain, 
billion last year and a quarter bil- loaded it on a wagon, and with 
lion : in 1932." · Frank, a brother of Charles, drove 
. * * * to Grand Forks. 
THE TIMES CONTINUES ITS On arriving here and looking 
comment in cheerfully humorous over the· field, they de~ided that the 
fashion, ref erring to the persis- place wasn't large enough for three 
tence of the dry belt farmer who persons. Frank King went west, 
stays on and on, looking forward Charles returned to St. Paul and 
to "one good year,'' which is to get George stayed here-and that was 
him out of his difficulties and the birth of The Herald. 
pointing out that in spite of gloomy * * * 
predictions the dust bowl has been CHARLES Kl,NG WAS CON-
soaked and is again yielding crops, nected with: the U. S. land office in 
contradicting predictions. Duluth for many years, being re-
* . * * tired on a pension several years 
"ODDLY ENOUGH, SAYS THE ago. Now 86 years old and in fail• 
Times, /it is the seJf-styled forward- health, he spends his summers at 
lookers who refuse to look hon- Lake Haven, Minn., and has an 
estly forward in hard times. They apartment in St. Paul during the 
want only the bad news. If it does winter months. 
not rain for a couple of years in * * * 
the Dakotas, then it will never THE HERALD WAS ESTAB-
rain. If the dust storms begin to lished in 1879, nearly 60 years ago. 
blow in the Panhandle, they will Sixty years is a long time, and at 
keep on blowing until everything 86 one's recollection of events of 
in the United States west of 100 early manhood are not always ac-
degrees goes back to desert. If, in curate. Mr. King's st9ry of the 
an allied field of social despair, founding of The Herald differs ma--
factory employment falls sharply, terially from that told by Mr. Win-
then factory employment will nev- ship himself, and in Tuesday's col· 
er come back. Even with country- umn will be published the account 
wide recovery, technological prog- written by Mr. Winship several 
ress has us sunk." years before his death. 
ON SUNDAY THIS COLUMN was a disappointment to me, for I at Caledonia, marked by his espou-
contained the substance of a state- had that field spotted for my own sal of the cause · of the people 
~ -nt made · by Charles King to E. initial, effort as a publisher. I was against an entrenched county ring 
A Getchell, a former Grand Forks not prepared to make the venture, and his ·fight against repudiation .of 
resident, in which anYWay, · at that time, not having the county's bonds. In both of these 
Mr. King report-. the' means to buy a plant, so I said contests he was successful, and he 
ed that he and nothing . and plugged away as us- refers to his victory over the 
another printer ual. I knew the time would come, county ,ring as the most satisfac-
h ad co-operated sooner or later, when there would tory success of his life. Continuing, 
with George B. be· room ,in ' Grand Forks for me. he writes: 
Winship in the .During the. last year of my service * * * 
founding of the o:rf The Pioneer Press I tried to "DURING THE MONTH OF 
Gr-an d F or k s break into the newspaper I business April, 1879, news came to ~e about 
Herald. Mr. King's in , at least two places. I thought the prosperity of Grand Forks, that 
reco 11 e ct ion is practical experience as a publisher it was growing rapidly~ that home-
that the decision for a year or two would be help.. steaders were filing on land in the 
to establish a ful to me -before starting in at valley, even back from the Red 
newspaper in one Grand Forks. I went to St. James, river, · and that the season just 
of the new west- Minn., and inspected a plant, and open.ing promised to be one of un-
ern towns was then to Elk River; but more money usual activity. It occurred to me 
Davies. ma de . by th e for the first payment was required that it would be a go·od time to in-
three young printers in a St. Paul than I possessed, so these ~rojects vestigate, and that a trip to my old 
newspaper office, and that they fell through. home was advisable . .. . • I was 
bought a Caledonia, Minn., news- * * * amazed by th:e changed condition 
paper plant and moved· it to Grand "DURING. THE WINTER OF since I had passed over the coun-
Forks. 1877 the St. Paul printers endeav- try six years previously, and even 
* * * ored to pull off. a strike on account before I reached Grand Forks I 
IN THE YEARS OF · OUR AS- of some grievance which did not had made up my mind to cast my 
sociation Mr. Winship talked often appeal to ·me as justifiable, and I lot . somewhere in the Red river · 
to me about his. early life and . the discouraged the movement. I was valley without further delay. Ap-
conditions· which led to his settling at the time vice president of the parently government land·· was go-
in Grand Forks. He told of his Typographical Union and presided ing so fast that I feared it would 
work as a journeyman printer in at many of the meetings at which all be taken if I did not act quick-
' 
St. Paul and elsewhere, of his jour- the strike. proposition was under ly. I was full of surprises all the 
neys up and down the Red river consideration. The 'subs' and 'ban- way to Fisher's Landing-the ter-
valley by ~ver and by ox team ner carriers' were in a majority at minus of the St. Paul and Pacific 
caravan, of his operation of the most of· the meeti:qgs, and they did -from, -which place stages convey-
stage station at Turtle river with their best to precipitate a strike. ed passengers to ' Grand Forks and 
William Budge, of the purpose that The regulars were more conserva- other points north and south. The 
he had entertained for years to tive. They. took into account that stage crossed the river at Minne-
start a .paper at Grand Forks when publishers as well as printers and sota Point dn .Ed. Williams' ferry, 
the time was r·ipe, of his weekly others were victims of hard times, and, two hours later, left its pass-
newspaper at Caledonia, Minn., and that a . strike at that time :was un- engers at Viets House, then under 
of his ultimate removal to Grand called for and unjustifiable, and the management of Wild Dow." 
Forks with his printing plant. Nev- that was the position I took. * * * 
er did he mention any other per- * * * THE ST O R Y THEN DE-
son as being associated with him in "PENDING THIS AGITATION scribes Mr. Winship's meeting with 
·I the venture, a. nd instead · of bµying I met some representative citizens old friends, the encouragement 
the Caledonia; plant to move· at of. Houston county, Minn., and was which they gave him, his decision 
once to Grand Forks, he bought it urged to start a paper at Caledonia to locate in Grand Forks and · his 
to operate, and he published the in that county. I agreed to look ov- return to Caledonia to arrange for 
Caledonia· Courier for two years be- er the field, and subsequently did removal of his plant. He bade a i-e-
fore. coming to Grand Forks. Not so, securing encouragement suf- luctant farewell . to the people of 
only hav~ · I a distinct recollection ficient to warrant me in making Caledonia, shipped his plant to 
of· our many conversations on the the venture. At that time, after two Fisher's Landing, whence. it was 
subject, but I have Mr. Winship's years and a half of · steady work at brought to Grand Forks by tea~, 
account in· writing of the events of the "case," I had -a credit at the and packed the rest of his goods 
those years. From that · account I savings bank of $225.00, and with on a prairie schooner to be hauled 
q~ote ·- the follo,wing. that amount of capital, plus · a few by team the · 500 miles. That trip 
· · * ' * * hundred dollars credit, I establish- required 16 days. The· printing · 
MR. WINSHIP'S STORY. ed my . first newspaper at Caledo- plant was installed . in a 1>uilding 
"IN 1875 GEO. H. WALSH, nla, Minn." built for it ·by Captain McCormack 
with whom I · worked in the same * * * adjoining . the present site of the 
alley ~n the (St. Paul) Pioneer SEVERAL FOLLOWING PAGES Met theater, and the first issue of 
Press, decided to go to Grand of . Mr. Winship's story deal with The Weekly Herald was published 
Forks and start a paper, and that his work for more than two years on June 26, 1879. 
TH E S T A T E M E N T B YI paper, but from the encouragement and which was organized with 
Charles King, of St. Paul, published J .. had received from citizens of completeness rivaling that of Ne 
in Sunday's column, that he and ' Caledonia I was confident I could York's Tammany. Fat salaries wer ' 
George B. Winship bought "a news- take · in considerable money after paid to county officials, and t 
paper in Caledon- the first number of the paper was money and license money went in 
ia, Minn., that issued and I had demonstrated the various secret ways into the pock 
had just gone fact that another paper was estab.. ets of cross-roads politicians. Win 
b r o k e," a n d . lished in the town that would rep.. ship rolled up his sleeves, spit on 
brought the plant resent the cause of the people as his hand and sailed in. He describ ... 
to Grand Forks to against the county "ring,'' which ed the conditions in the county in 
start the Herald, dominated the other paper across language which the people under--
was read with in- the street. After that I could add stood, and under his leadership the 
terest by Walter material to my plant in the ratio county convention swamped the 
Dunbar, of Grand of my receipts and expenses. I nam- gangsters and nominated a com 
Forks, a Great ed my paper the Caledonia Courier, plete county and legislative ticket 
Northern conduc- and the first four or five issues of their own. All of these were 
tor. Mr. Dunbar were handled exclusively by me, triumphantly elected except the 
said he knew except the inking process, which candidates for two local offices. 
there was some- was done by a. small boy. Mrs. Win- Wells E. Dunbar, father of the 
thing wr·ong with ship · folded the papers and mailed Grand Forks conductor, was sent 
that statement, them and otherwise rendered ac .. to the legislature, and Halvor Steen-
for he knew that Davies. ceptable service. erson, later a resident of Crook-
Winship operated a paper at Cale- * * * . ston and member of congress from 
donia for some time and that Win- "THE COURIER WAS WELL that district, was elected county 
ship . was instrumental in electing received throughout the county, and auditor. When they met, as they 
Wells E. Dunbar, Conductor Dun- subscriptions of $2.00 per year came did often in later years, Winship. 
bar's father, to the state legisla- in freely until may .circulation and Steenerson went over again the 
ture from that district. reached 350 copies. I spent two campaign which cleaned up Hous .. 
* * * days each week in canvassing, hir- ton county. 
MR. WINSHIP DEVOTES AN ing a one-horse rig for one dollar * * * 
interesting chapter to his two years a day, and working mainly in farm- WHILE WINSHIP FOUND LIFE 
at Caledonia. Of his starting his ing communities. When cash was in Caledonia pleasant, with friends 
wee.kly paper there in opposition not convenient, farm truck of all all around him, and his little paper 
to the "ring" paper already in the varieties was taken, and by the was prosperous, the place was small 
field, he writes: time I reached home my democrat and it had no prospect of material 
* * * wagon was filled with stuff suit- growth. The Red river valley was 
"ABOUT THE 15TH OF APRIL, able for the subsistence of man or being settled, and Grand Fork1s 
1877, I engaged in my first news- beast. Each week I wrote up the seemed to be its coming town. His 
paper venture at Caledonia, Minne- locality in which I canvassed, giv- removal to Grand Forks was in 
sota. As before stated, my capital ing publicity to the name of every pursuance of a plan that had been 
was only $225.00, I bought a -. Wash- man I met, saying something about in his mind for years and which 
ington hand press for $200, one- his family, his stock or his success only awaited suitable opportunity 
half cash , the balance in six as a farmer. I made many friends for realization. As has been stated, 
months, and about $50 worth of on these trips, and in three months the Courier plant was shipped to 
new type. A small lot of w~ll-worn the Courier was · doing a paying Fisher by train and brought to 
display type, old cases, galleys, business and I was ,in good stand- Grand ~orks by wagon. Winship 
rules, slugs and leads, was pur- ing." · himself came by train. His miscel-
hased from the Pion·eer Press Co. · * * * laneous effects were brought from 
-material they had thrown in the MR. WINSHIP GIVES A LIVE- Caledonia by wagon in charge of 
"hell-box" and junk pile-for which ly account of his fight against the Alfred Percival, Winship's printer, 
I paid about $12.00 I had barely ring which dominated Houston and Charles Wtezel, who volun-
enough material to set up two county, a ring in which the liquor teered his services, as he wished 
pages of a seven column folio news- trade played an important part, to settle in the Red river valley., 
THERE ARE ' MANl' INTER-icent dr;y'period the earth around it of the pyramid. We are told that 
esting things about trees, and some cracked wide open. I intended to certain measurements and inscrip-
of them are puzzling. This summer ·have the tree removed to make tions foretell the birth of Jesus, 
I have had a curious experience way for another. · the World war and the · end of the 
with an elm. The * * * depression·. September 16 of this 
tree was planted A FEW DAYS AGO. GLANCING year, according to the symbols, ia 
last spring to re- toward the tree from some dis- to be the beginning of a new era 
place _ one that tance, I saw a small object which of marvelous prosperity. 
had been destroy- looked green projecting from the * * * 
ed by b o r e rs, trunk of my abandoned tree at the · 
heat and drouth. height of about four feet. Ap- WE MUST CONCEDE TO THE 
The new tree was proachin·g to get a better view I builders of the pyramids arch!- · 
tall and straight was astonished to find that the tectural and mechanical skill and 
an excellent spe: green· object was a · vigorous leaf con~iderable knowledge of .mathe-
cimen and -it was which had worked its way through matics and astronomy. Evidence• 
plante'd within a.n a joint in the wrapping. There was of such k_nowledge. are abu?dant in 
hour after being life in the tree yet! I removed the the massive structures. which they 
removed from its wrapping and found that while have left. But when it comes to 
origin a I home the upper half of the tree is still prophecy, I draw the line at that. 
an d while the -apparently dead, the lower half is Just bunk! 
* * * Davies. earth around its very much alive. Several dozen roots -was still shoots had been sent out from the 
fresh and moist. Its top was prop- trunk. Many of them were over a 
erly trimmed back, earth was care- foot long, all but the one which 
fully packed around its roots, and had first attracted my attention 
it was well watered. had tried in vain to reach the light, 
* * * and in color and texture they re-
TO GUARD AGAINST . THE seinbled potato sprouts grown. in a 
laying of eggs whioh would pres- dark cellar. I cannot understand 
ently develop into borers I wound why, <when the tree died in spite of 
tough paper around the trunk to the excellent care which it receiv-
the height of about 10 feet. After ed in the spring, it came to life 
everything was set I continued to after being neglected all summer. 
water the tree thoroughly once a Whether or not some of those ten-
week. But presently its .leaves be- der· st1oots will survive and Jnake a 
gan to wither and one by one they usable tree is still a problem. 
dried up and dropped off, leaving * * * 
all its twigs bare. For a time I PROBABLY MANY READERS 
t continued to water it, hoping that of this column have received an-
life remained in it somewhere, but nouncement, similar to the o·ne I 
there was no response and I gave have just received, of a book en-
· it up. After the early part of Jup.e titled "The Story of the Pyramid." 
the tree had no water except from In the announcement emphasis is 
occasional rain, and during the re- placed on the prophetic character 
FOR GENERATIONS MYSTICS 
have been reading into the design 
and structure of the pyramids 
their own notions of the superna-
tural knowledge of the ancients. Al-
ways they have been able to find 
in measurements and inscriptions 
prophecies of what was to happen 
in the world hundreds of thousands 
f years later, and always th.ey 
have succeeded, very much to their 
own satisfactfon. But the mystics 
of different periods . have not 
agreed with each other. To one a 
given feature might presage the 
fall of the Roman empire, to oth-
ers the destruction of the Spanish 
Armada, the Napoleonic wars, the 
recent l World war, or some even 
yet in the future. · Given a little 
nimbleness with a tape measure 
and a lead pencil one can ·make the 
pyramids prophesy anything. 
THE AMERICAN CONSTITU- sponsibility. The form remains un- Outlawries bill in the Commons, 
tion, whose sesquicentennial is be- changed, but after a long struggle, are given their first reading as the 
ing observed this week, is a wr~t- culminating in the revolution of first .order of business. Th~ same 
. . . bills have been read at each open-
ten document, setting forth in pre- 1688, 1t was d~creed that the king ing for many years, and that is the· 
c is e t~rms the could act only on the "advice" of last that is heard of them until 
p r i n e i p I e s on his minis_ters. The speech from the the next session. Then· the dust is 
which American throne, which is read by the king brushed off them and they are 
government is at the open~ng, is not the king's read again. That gesture complet-
founded and pro- speech at all, but that of his min- ed, the houses settle down to busi.:. 
viding .,the meth- isters, who outline the legislation ness. 
od for its opera- which ,they intend io enact during * * * 
tion. The British the session. IT IS ALL VERY ARCHAIC, 
constitution is a * * * very solemn, and very funny. But · 
vague entity, a THE :aousE OF COMMONS, back of it all is a centuries-old 
.thing of custom representative of the people, guards struggle in which thrones were 
and tradition, but its independence with great jeal- toppled over, dynasties changed, 
a very real thing, ou~y. _ The king himself may not wars waged_ and the common man 
at that. enter its chamber without permis- won increasing recognition of his 
* * * sion, and when at the opening of manhood and his rights. In that 
TO THE _ ON- parliament the king sends his feature the human element is lack-
looker, unfamil.;. messenger from the upper cham .. ing, and one is reminded that the 
iar with the his- Davies. ber to "command" the attendance building of a nation is serious busi-
toric background of British institu- of the Commons, the messenger ness. 
tions, many of the .customs attend- finds . the doors barred against him, 
ing the operation of British gov- and he must ask permission to en-
ernment are tinged with absurdity. t er. 
While there was .much , that was * * * 
dignified and impressive in the re.. TH;E "COMMAND'' TO ATTEND 
cent coronation of King· George 
the joint session in the other cham-
VI, some of the bizarre costumes ber is received without ·protest, but 
and antiquated ceremonies were 
provocative of mirth. Yet each is inst~ad of attending "immediately( 
I. k d ·th h. t d 1• ·ts as ordered, the Commons take then· 1n e up w1 1s ory an n 1 • • h th · 
b 1. · 11 0 eth·ng of bme about 1t. In order to s ow at sym o ism reca s s m 1 · d f 
. t they are not takmg or ers rom 
grave impor • anypody the speaker moves with 
* * * deliberate slowness and majesty, 
SYMBOLISM OF LIKE CHAR- and the members move in an 
acter attends the opening of the equally leisurely manner. 
British parliament, at which the * * * 
young king will officiate on Octob- NO MATTER HOW URGENT 
er 26. Theoretically parliament is the matters which· the king recom-
summoned into session by the king, mends in his speech, both houses 
and in earlier· times only the king show their independence· by doing 
had that authority, an authority something else · first. Two bills, the 
which he ielded on his own re- Vestries bill in the Lords and the 
* * * A NEW YORK DRYGOODS 
man thinks he has discovered· the 
cause and cure of toothache. The 
cause, he says, is a parasite about 
an eighth of an inch long, and the 
cure is not to extract the tooth, but 
to extract the parasite. The meth-
ed which he employs is to subject 
the patient to fumes from the 
heated fruit of a sort of East In-
dian . plum which is said to work 
wonders in Asia and which the 
amateur dentist has imported and 
grown in his own back yard. The 
thing looks like a fake, but scien-
tists who have' witnessed the dem-
onstrations, while they •. are con-
vinced that the practitioner is 
mistaken as to cause and effect, 
are convinced of his honesty and 
intend to investigate further. 

ROCKWELL KENT, AN ART-
' ist whose work many of us have 
admired, has completed a series of 
murals for the postmaster general's 
office building. 
One of the pic-
t u r e s shows a 
group of Eskimos 
haranguing a 
group of Porto 
Ricans. Shown in 




no one around 
the office could 
underst a n d. Vil-
hjalmur Stefans-
son was called in 
to interpret, and . 
he reported that Davies. 
the pictur.e represented the Eski-
mos urging the Porto Ricans to 
· strike for independence. 
whoever wants to buy pictures 
that particular kind. 
* * * 
CHARLES AND EDNA GARS-
of Engel was puzzled. He retraced his 
steps for a short distance, and the 
figure reappeared. Mr. Engel saw 
his own shadow distinctly, but the 
apparition cast no shadow. His ex-
planation is that the vision was the 
result of some light effect similar 
to the mirrage often seen in day-
light. Mr. Bakerus writes that he 
has heard his father tell of a simil-
ar phenomenon in Norway. 
ke, of Garske, N. D., write: 
"In an issue of The Grand Forks 
Herald you stated that the swal-
lows were gone south. Now we live 
20 miles north of Devils Lake and 
have watched the swallows here 
on the farm, and now, on Septem-
ber 16, they are still here. Where 
was it you saw the swallows de-
part from? Was it in North Dako-
* * * I HAVE JUST HAD A BRIEF 
visit with W. E. Davis, of Minnea-
polis, here· to attend the funeral of ta?" 
* * * his brother-in-law, L. C. Hazlett. 
THE SWALLOWS TO WHICH Nearly 40 years ago Davis was one 
reference was made were a small of the best-known of the traveling 
men making headquarters in Grand 
colony which nested in a Grand Forks. Because he sold groceries 
Forks garage. For several years he was known all over the north-
they, or their parents and grand- west as "Prunes" Davis. Somewhat 
parents, have nested in the same earlier he had been city editor and 
place, and, whether by accident or editor-in-chief of The Grand Forks 
design, each year they have taken Plaindealer when that paper was 
flight for the south on the first of published by E. c. Carruth. Later 
* * * September. Fo.r some reason the · he went to Winnipeg, where he was 
JUST ON WHAT BASIS ART- swallows at Garske do not observe engaged· in the wholesale grocery 
· ists think it proper to use their September 1 as moving 4:1ay. business for seven years. For sever-
art as means for propaganda when * * * al years he has operated an adver-
somebody else is paying for their 0. T. BAKERUS, 524 NORTH tising agency in Minneapolis. His 
services. Diego Riviera, talented _Fifth street, sends in a paper con- visits to Grand Forks have been 
Mexican artist, was engaged by taining a clipping from The Miles infrequent, but he still likes the old 
the Rockefellers to paint a mural City, Mont. Star (Joe Scanlan's town, which he says compares fav-
for Rockefeller Center. He produc- paper) in which is given an ac- orably with a good many other 
ed a picture exalting Communism count of , a _ghostly apparition ob- towns several times its size with 
and was deeply aggrieved when he served by Fred J. Engel, a former which he is familiar. It was good 
was not allowed to finish it, · al- Montana ranchman, now of Mad- to see him, even for a · few minutes, 
though · he was paid the price dock, N. D. Mr. Engel tells · of and to see that the years have not 
agreed on for the completed work. walking by moonlight on a trail in impaired his vigor and forceful-
Rockwell Kent undertakes to slip the Powder river country, when ness. In the old days people used to 
over a bit of propaganda of his suddenly he saw the figure of a get our names mixed, and at one 
own. If an artist wishes to paint man walking in the same direction time he received congratulations on 
propaganda pictures, he has a per- · on a trail parallel to his own and the birth of one of my children, or 
feet right to do so. But let him only a few feet away. Presently I was congratulated on the birth of 
paint them frankly on his own, the figure vanished. There was no · one of his-I have forgotten which \ 
and then offer them for sale to place of concealment, and Mr. way it was . 
. - .. --------~- ------· ··--· ---------- . 
IN A NORMAL SEASON AU- may seem hard work. Really it volving platform in the center of 
tumn conveys, among other things wasn't so very laborious.. In that all those horses, crack a long whip 
the impression of abundat1:ce." For respect I should compare it with and cry "Giddap'," seemed the pin-
some reason that impression is golf. And, as it was done in the nacle of bliss. A little later, when 
· given by the winter, there was e,bout it the sa- I had an opportunity to try it, all 
Davies. 
gleaming Pil,es of tisfaction that one feels when the dignity and romance vanished 
straw that re- warm and sheltered from the ele- with it. Twelve hours of it left one . 
main after thresh- ments while storms rage outside. I with stiff back and legs, sore feet 
Ing even more thing of t~reshing under those con- and strained vocal cords. That 
than the sight of ditions, with the animals feeding was simply one of the many vi· 
fields of waving contentedly in their stalls close by sions, of childhood that do not 
grain or of the and an experience full of peace, stand the test of actual experience. 
shocks· standing comfort and security. * * * 
thick on the field. * * * ONE OF MY N E I G H B O R S 
In these latter OUR FIRST THRESHING MA- over in 'Minnesota, A. E. Brush, of 
there is yet some- chines, of course, were operated by Angus, for several years did the 
thing of promise, horsepower. Eight, ten, twelve· and threshing on. a fairly large farm 
soljllething t h a t I think as many as sixteen horses with a little tread-power machine 
lacks a little · of were attached to the sweeps that operated by three horses. The end-
realization. But turned the tumbling-rod that turn- less platform on which the horses 
the th r e s he d ed 'the wheels of the threshing ma- stood was pitched at a steep angle, 
straw means that chine. Early threshing machines and it seemed tough on the horses 
the crop has actually be~n· saved, did not separate wheat from chaff. to have to climb up hill all day 
and sta~k on stac~ o~ it speaks Wheat and chaff were shaken and never get anywhere. 
of bountiful pro~uction. loose from the ·straw and piled on * * * 
* * * . THEN THERE IS THE HAR- one si~e to be . separ?-ted by a MODERN . MACHINER! HAS 
hand-driven fanning mill. It was done away with the threshmg ma-
vesting of the products of truck long after the completion of the chine feeder and the band cutter. 
gardens and potato and beet fields, machine as a separator . before the F · I th b ndles were itched 
whose yield speaks volumes for . ormer Y e u . P 
the fertilit of the soil. All of these blow.er was Invented to dispose of on~o a table at the side of th~ ma-
th· y 1 t 1 f f i ht the straw. On the eastern farms chme where a man or boy with a 
,ings m11.ean ongth :ans 
O t re gr all straw was saved, and it was sharp knife cut the bands . and pass-
cars ro mg on e1r way o ma - i f · th 
ket, but they suggest even more stacked as t came r~m e ~a- ed the bu~dl? on to the feeder. 
strongly cellar shelves filled with chine. To stand under the carrier 1The feeder s Job was to keep the 
canned fruits and vegetables bjns and fork away straw all day was maw of the machine full without 
filled with roots and granarie's and a strenuous and an exceeding~y crowding it or ~ausing it to jump. 
haymows stored with winter food dusty job. On the wes~ern prairie It was a job for a husky man and 
for the animals farms; prior. to the advent of the usually two or three men changed 
* · * * blower, the straw was dragged off on this work every hour or so. 
SIGHT OF .THE THRESHING away fro~ the machine by· means Now, I notice, they merely pitch 
machine at work recalls to me the of a buckmg pole with a horse at- the bundles onto a belt and the 
threshing of earlier days when gas- tached to each end. Bucking straw machine does all the rest. 
oline was unknown and the use of was another job which, nobody * * * 
steam power for that purpose, if coveted. F O R M E R LY GRAIN WAS 
not unknown, was rare. First in * * * sacked as it came from the ma-
my _recollection' comes the flail, an AS A SMALL BOY I HAD A chine instead of being ru~ directly 
implement with which a man could c~msuming ambition to be the driv- into a grain tank. Handhng those 
pound out 20 bushels of wheat in a er of the dozen horses, more or less, sacks all day long was_ another 
day as a cost of a dollar. To the which were hitched to the horse- job that called for muscle and en-
uninitiated threshing with a flail power sweeps. To stand on a re- durance. 
--------
A.Prmtt DOING BU tNESS FOR Ing. ·Each ot these must have room. their e ucation building~ A tire in 
a. Uttt~ , ovtr a year · ill quarters In . the past It was necessary to the early summer made uH of the 
· ,11 h di auditorium impossible~ and since 
rented · . m the Jrirst .u.et o st rent separate quarters for several th t· th Method e summer vaca 10n e -
church, the Grand ~ork1 postotft~e of them. Now all are housed in the ist congregation had held Sunday 
now oc~upiea lt1 1aine building. services in the Forx theater. Old 
anlaraed and re• * >JC * residents recall that this is the site 
modeled building, IT WILL SOON BE A CEN- on which the original Methodist 
a fine atructure tury !Ince the fir$t postoffiee was church stood. Repairs on the 
which should be established in North Dakota. 'l'hat church will be completed withi~ a 
ample for all re- office wa.1 eltabliahed at Pembina few weeks, and the congregation 
quirements f o r tn 1861 with-Norman W. Kittson as will then resume occupancy of the 
many years.. The postm~ster and Charles Cavalier, entire building. 
contractor• a r e Who -wu al10 deputy collector of * , * * 
to be bt conrra- eu1tom1, a.1 as8istattt posUnaster. A- FEW YEARS AGO MUCH 
tulated oh na.ving Cavalier wu sub8equently appoint- humor was expended on the difti-
o o m P 1 et e 4 the ed po1tmat1ter a position Which he culties experienced with balky au-
buildina with 1 h held for -n4!arly 50 years. t_omobiles. The cry "Get a horse!., 
ao abort a thn• * * * was heard whenever a stalled ca.r 
over the ~eriod THE FIRST. POSTOFF!CE IN was seen, and that was often. But 
pHscrlbed m the Grand Forks was a log building h<;>r~es were not dependable. Quite 
lease for tempor- Da't'les. on Eighth avenue South, near the often they balked. A . newspaper 
I a.ry . quarters, as Almonte interHctlon. That build ... para3raph more than 60 years old , ~eptlottally stormy weather . 1att ing, nearly a . mile from ''the Forka," lists six methods of star~ing & 
winter co~pelled su•pension of . was erected in 1868 by Mic. Hoff... balky horse. Those are, pattmg the 
work .aeveral times. matt-and Augug Luon who had a horse and exa~ining harness; tak-
* * * . contract to forward m~il from that ing the hone out and turning him 
SZVEBAL "MEN ON 'tHE. point to . Pembina. In 1869 Hoff- unt~I he is .giddy; holdi~g the ani-
ltreetu have exprea•ed doubt a• to man and Loon were joined by San- mal s nos r1ls and shutbni' off hia 
the head tor the ehlargern~nt Which ford C. Cady, who was instrumen- wind; tying twine around the flet-
hae been inade. It happt1n1 that tat itt havirig a p stoffice establish- lock; tying his tail to the saddle-
tnost of the 'WOl'k in a mOdern, po1t- ed an4 - \tlas appointed the first girth; and tying a string around 
office building is done out of sight postmaster ol Grand Forks. . his ear. Omitted from the list a.!e 
of the public whose . principal oon.. * * * thf} ancient devices ot spitting . 1fi 
tact with the inetitution arises WHEN I :MOVlDD TO GRAND the animal's ear and building a fire 
:tram ocoaslonal visits to mail let- Forks in · 1892 the postoffice was under him. 
ters or obtain mail. The- volume ot on Kittson a:venue in part of the * * * 
the paraet post' busln~M and the building now occupied by the Peh- THE LATTER MlnTHOD WAS 
ntent of its rrowtb are 1eldom re- ney store~ Willts A. Joy was then 6~ce used by a. man with a load of 
Us • Thia h, a branoh ot th& postmaster. Later the office Was hay. One of the horses balked and 
usiness with which the old-time moved to · the old Odd Fello~s · coulq not be persuaded to move. 
postoffice had no contact, and its block, corner -of Fourth and- :Ritt.. The· driver collected a small armful 
l'rowth had been such that in the -son, and from there to its _present, ·of hay, placed it under the horse 
01 buildtn , facilities for it were location. · ancl set fire to it. The horse step-
wltoll~ ~ · quate, and it had en- * * * ped forward just out of the fire 
er · 1he space required tor OCCUPATION OF PART OF and balked again. The fire caught 
t e tra.m1action of other busines1 .. their property by the postoffice as on the load of hay, and presently 
Affecting the need tor office space temporary quarters restricted the the team was on the run with a. 
also is the addition of many new Methodists to the use of the main bl~ing load of hay behind. Wagon. 
apnoies . to those formerly exiat- church auditor! um and one :tloor of and hay were burned. · 
.THE WINNIPEG TRIBUNE 
published a picture of a cairn erect-
ed this year at Norway House, the 
Hudson's Bay post on the Nelson 
river 30 m i 1 e s 
from the north-
ern end of Lake 
Winnipeg. Affix-
ed to the cairn is 
a plaque on which 
a r e inscriptions 
commemora ti n g 
the post as the 
company's trad-
ing headquarters, 
the invention of 
a syllabalic alph-
abet of the Cree 
language by Rev. 
James Evans, a 
Wes I e y a n mis-
sionary stationed Davies. 
there in 1838 and 1839, and the 
treaty whereby the Indians ceded 
100,000 square miles to the "Great 
White Father." Such bits of history 
are encountered· in remote places 
all through the northwest. 
* * * ACCOMPANYING A REVIEW 
of a new book, 0 The Sod House 
Frontier,'' by Everett Dick, is a 
picture of a sod house of typical 
design and construction. Seated · in 
front of the house is the settler, 
surrounded by his fairly large 
family. The picture of the settler 
· I would . pass perfectly for one of 
Theodore Roosevelt, but Roosevelt 
didn't live in a. sod house, _ and 
when he was ranching in Dakota 
territory he had no family. 
* * * 
ANOTHER ILLUSTRATION 
reproduced is that of the plat of 
the boom town New Babylon, 'Kan-
sas territory, which will have a 
familiar appearance to those who 
remember the days of .townsite 
booming in · the new west. The 
platting of towns and marketing 
_ of town lots was a thriving indus-
try some 60 years ago. Any settler 
so minded-and many of them 
were so minded-could turn his 
farm into a town site by employing sands of years ago may have per-1 
a surveyor to run the lines and sisted there, unmixed with that 
draw the map. Filing the map with of the surrounding country and 
the register of deeds completed the unaffected by the evolution that 
legal formalities. has accompanied it. 
* * * * * • A QUARTER SECTION OF ON THE ISOLATED PLATEAU 
land will cut up into about 1,000 were found mice · with peculiar 
lots of standard size, 25 by 140 feet, "leaf'' ears, which the scientists 
with the necessary streets and al- have not yet classified. But traces 
leys. The customary charge for a of human presence have been 
survey was 25 cents a lot, and oft- found in the form of arrowheads, 
en the surveyor could be induced and there are evidences of deer 
to take part of his pay in town and other animal life, indicating 
lots, which reduced the cash out- that, after all, there has been com-
lay. Marketing was the real prob- munication between the , "island'' 
lem. Many eastern promotion com- and the surrounding country. 
panies were engaged· in this busi- * * * 
ness. Operating usually on a com- THE DESCRIPTION OF THIS 
bined cash and commission basis, "island'' and the speculations con-
.they took care of advertising, pub- cerning what might be found on it 
lished large maps of the town with recall a . story of Conan Doyle's 
glowing prospectuses, and made published a few years ago in whic~ 
what sales they could. the author planted a similar island 
* * * somewhere in the center of South 
MANY OF THE PURCHASES America in a region unknown to 
were made in true gambling spirit. whites and shunned by natives. It 
Buying a town lot was like buying was a vast plateau 1,000 feet high, 
a lottery ticket. The purchaser jutting up with perpendicular walls 
knew that most of the new towns f r o m the surrounding marshy 
would never ' amount to anything, plain. There · a group of adventur-
but he bought a lot here and an- ers found ape men, pterodactyle 
other there in the hope th.at one and other survivals of prehistoric 
of his purchases would be lucky life. It was a good enough yarn, -
and that it would yield him enough but it was spoiled by one lame fea-
to pay for al_l his other outlay, plus ture. The adventurers gained ac-
a fabulous profit. The settler who cess to the plateau by climbing a 
made only a few sales and collect- pinnacle which was comparatively 
ed for them got a handsome price I easy of ascent, and which was sep· 
for his quarter section and could arated from the main mass by a 
afford to let the rest of the lots go :narrow chasm which they bridged 
for taxes. / by felling a tree across it. After 
* * * they had crossed a traitorous guide 
A SCIENTIFIC EXPEDITION loosened the tree and sent it crash-
is investigating what is known ·· as ing into the chasm, leaving the ex-
Sky island, a tract in the middle · of plorers stranded. Thereupon Doyle 
the Grand canyon of Arizona which pictures his adventurers as in a 
escaped the erosion so'me 20,000 blue funk because they believe 
years ago, and stands, a gigantic themselves doomed to spend the 
pillar of rock and earth, with al- rest of their lives on that plateau, 
most perpendicular walls several there being no way of getting 
hu!tdred feet high. It has been down. The idea of three intelligent 
thought that because this area is and able-bodied human beings be-
cut off completely from the sur- ing unable to devise means of get-
r~unding terrain, animal and plant I ting down a rock . wall 1,000 feet 
life such as existed many thou- . high! 
. -
PENDING THE RETURN OF water on both shoulders. and brings the ends of these things 
Mr. Justice Black from Europe, * * * aft over his back, after buckling 
with whatever he has to say about THE PRESENT DIFFERENCE another one around under his neck, 
being a( member of the Klan, there of opinion on the subject is not and hitching another thing on a 
wigs h;ave been of recent origin. It existed away thing that goes over his shoulders, 
drawn . into the back in my boyhood, but in those and then takes the slack of the 
scrap, and frag- days nobody seemed to get excited thing I mentioned a while ago and 
ments of the al- about it. In my immediate neigh- fetches it aft and makes it fast to 
phabet are flying borhood it was always "whipple," the thing that pulls the wagon, and 
in all directions. but in another district only a few hands the other things up to the 
* * * miles away it was "whiffle.·' We driver." 
WHILE PBES- just let it go at that. At one pe- * * * 
ident Roosevelt riod in my youthful career I did the THEY HAD A DINNER THE 
has s u g g est e d bookkeeping for a village black.. other night to congratulate each 
that the supreme smith. The job consisted in trans- other on the fine growth and pros-
is raging a con- ferring to an account book the pects of Cavalier. There were some 
t r o v e r s y as to items which the blacksmith had fine addresses I setting forth the 
whether it is recorded with a stub of pencil and many beauties and advantages, and 
/'whippletree" or grimy fingers on stray scraps of the enthusiasm developed among 
•'whiffletree." Lex- paper. Among those items would the 50 or more persons present was 
icographers and often be one like this: ''John Smith, so great that it had to be given ex-
other literary big- Dll.vlea.. fix one whiff, 25 cents." That pression in some concrete way. It 
court has returned us to the horse- meant that Smith's whiffle tree had was felt that. nothing better could 
and-buggy age, the return has not been repaired at the cost of a; quar- be done than to share the commu-
been so complete as to familiarize ter. nity's prosperity with some others 
many of our people with the ac- * * * less fortunate. 
couterments that belong to a horse AS A PART OF ITS CONTRIB- * * * 
and carriage. Reference to a pro- ution to this wordy controversy IT DEVELOPED THAT POTA-
peller, an altimeter, a carburetor or The New York Times quotes Mark toes and vegetables, not market-
a differential would be perfectly Twain's description of the way they able, but decidedly usable, were go .. 
intelligible to many who wouldn't hitch up a horse in Europe. Mark ing to waste, and it was decided to 
have the slightest idea wheth~r the was not familiar with the technical collect some of this surplus and 
horse should go before the cart or terms, so he wrote it like this: pass it on to people in the western 
vice versa, and whose idea about * * * dry belt where nothing at all has 
whipple-or whiffletrees might be "THE MAN STANDS UP THE grown. Steps were taken immedi-
that they are planted in groves for horses on each side of · the thing ately to put this plan into effect. 
use as windbreaks. But they are that projects from the front end of Sacks were donated to contain the 
~ot that kind of trees. the wagon, throws the gear on top produce, arrangements were made 
* * * of the horses, and passes the thing for collection, and the highway de-
IT MAY BE EXPLAINED that goes forward through a ring, partment volunteered the use of 
that a whiffle- or whippletree, is and hauls it aft on the other side trucks for transportation. As a re-
the pivoted bar on a vehicle to of the horse, opposite to the first sult the satisfaction of one commu-
whiQh the harness of the horse is one, after crossing them and bring- nity in eastern North Dakota with 
attached by means of tugs or oth- ing the loose end back, and then the growth and progress of their 
erwise. Webster gives both spell- buckles the other thing underneath town is being reflected in · better 
ings, but gives preference to the the horse, and takes another thing conditions for some of those who 
double "p." other dictionaries re- and wraps it around the thing I have been less fortunate, though 
verse the preference. Dictionary spoke of before, and puts another not less deserving. That seems like 
makers, like politicians, have a hab- thing over each horse's. head,, and a "booster" movement of a sound 
it of evading an issue and carrying puts the iron thing in his mouth, and practical kind. 
AIRPLANES '\RE VERY DIF-
ferent now from what they were in 
the days when -;Arch Hoxey made 
the fir.st flight in the northwest at 
the Grand Fqrks · 
fair grounds and 
'.Vo m Mc Go e .y 
landed his c'ra te 
on top of one of 
the fair grounds 
barns. The planes 
that now fly over 
Grand Forks 
without stopping 
seem like fairly 
substantial struc-
tures, and those 
that do alight 
here occasionally 
impress one with 
a sense of their 
strength and sta- Davies. 
bility. But the biggest of the 
planes that ever visit Grand Forks 
are mere toys compared with the 
enormous craft that now fly the 
Pacific in the ordinary ~fay,s work. 
And presently the Rus_si~n govern-
ment will have the biggest of them 
all. There is now being built at 
a . plant near Baltimore, for the 
Soviet government, what will be, 
upon· its launching next month, 
the largest flying boat in the world. 
It will weigh 65,000 pounds as 
against the 52,000 pounds weight of 
the China Clipper. Each wing sec-
tion weighs 4,000 pounds, and to 
elevate · those sections to the re-
quired 32 · feet the construction 
company borrowed a Steel corpor-
ation. crane. The Russian plane 
will carry 7,000' pounds ,more cargo 
than the China Clipper, and its 
cost is said to be around $1,000,000. 
* * * I IT IS NOT ON THE PRbGRA~ 
I
f or President Roosev~lt, when he 
dedicates, the grand stand· at the 
I 
Grand Forks fairgrouµds to do I ONE OF THE .SIGNERS _ OF 
any flying, although he . has- ~one the Declaration·· of. Independence 
his share .· of it in the ,past . . , And was Charles· Carroll of Carrollton, 
it may not be generally recalled the ·. 200th . anniversary ·of whose 
that it was at a fair grounds . ga- birth }1as just .. ·been _ celebrated~ 
thering· that Theodore ·Roosevelt There-.· were several · Charle~ Car-
first . took to the air~ with Arch .rolls , in, Maryland at that time, .and 
Hoxey as ~is pilot. for· fear that King : George might 
* * * get hold of one of the others · and 
IT WAS SOME TIME AFTER hang hiin by mistake, . the .signer 
Hoxey had thrilled the northwest of., the Declaration appended;·to his 
with his Grand Forks, flight that name the identifying words ''Of 
be and Theodore Roosevelt ·were Carrollton.'' . 
attractions at' a mammoth gather- ' * * * . 
ing at . the St. Louis fair grounds. FOR AT . LEAST . 250 , YEARS 
Hoxey had landed after p'erf orm- northeastern treland ' has been fa-
ing several stunts an~ Roosev.elt mous for its linens: And :· Ulster 
came over. to inspect the plane. linens are still bleached on the 
"Better take a rlde/' ijaid Hoxey,' grass, just ,as they were . genera.-
as he shook hant1 with the former t,i9ns ago. In a litt~e article · on the 
president. '~But I haven't . a cap," industry it is said that two impor-
said Roosevelt. "I'll lend you · mine,'' tant factor.s which have contribut.1 
said Hoxey, without ' any idea that ed to the success iri .linen manu-
his laughing invitation ,had been facture in ,that corner of the world 
taken seriously. "All ' rig;ht," said are the natural atmospheric humi-
Roosevelt, reaching for the pad- dity which is essential for spin-
ded helmet. "Wltere do I sit?" ni:qg · and weaving, and freedom 
. * , * * 1 from . the smoke which' is so pre-
HOXSEY WAS FLABBERGAST- valent ·near large industrial cen-
ed. The most prominent man in · ters. While bleaching is in pro-
America was· about to trust himself gress acres and acres · are covered 
in the air ·in that crazy bundle with cloth, making the landscape 
of sticks and wire and canvas, and seem covered with snow. Of course 
Hoxey would be responsible for linen manufacture is not peculiar 
whatever .. happened to him. No to Ireland. Flemish we av e r s 
committee had been consulted, brought the industry to England 
there had been· no official inspec- about the. time of the crusaders. 
tion of the plane, . and flying was In one . of Scott's novels an impor-
dangerous business, anyway. But tant character is Wilkin' Flam-
Hoxey felt that ·he couldn't recall ~mock, chief of a group . of Flem-
his. invitation, and before a dozen mi:irgs, who in an emergency finds 
persons knew anythit;ig about it, himself acting warden · of . a castle 
Hoxey and his passenger . were which is besieged by . the Welsh. 
aloft. There was consternation Looking ~ out from the rai;nparts 
among the officlals I when they one · . mor_ning · over the,: enemy's 
learned what was · goinlj on, but camp, Fl~mmoc~ admired the · or-
the flight went smoothly · and: ·a derly ,disposition of ·the Wel!h 
good landing was made. Hoxey tents, resembling, <as · he says, "the 
said' that he had been scared stiff, ftnest:" object in nature, a well 
but Teddy had the time · of his life;, -spread bleaching-field.'' 
'----'----~----
DURING THE WARM DAYS 
of the , middle of last week the 
changing of nature's dress from 
that of summer to that of autumn 
was almost per-
ceptible hour by 
hour. A touch of 
frost had hasten-
ed the ripening 
of the foliage of 
trees and_ shrubs, 
and the warmth 
of those three or 
four days has~ 
ened the process. 
The garb of 
g:reen in which 
all outdoors had 
been clothed was 
changed for one 
of an infinite va-
riety of color and Davies. 
the landscape began to take on the 
rich hues which precede the som-
ber tints of winter. 
* * * 
OUR PRAIRIE LANDSCAPE 
lacks some of the factors which 
give color to the great forest areas 
east and south. There, outstanding 
in the richness of its color, is the 
hard maple, whose foliage becomes 
a mass of colored fire as its yearly 
cycle nea:rs completion. Rivaling 
the maple· in color is the red oalt, 
equally brilliant, but differing in 
ti:qting. The hard maple is a 
stranger to our prairie timber 
belts, and it has not been easily 
grown even under cultivation. We 
miss it in the autumn color scheme. 
We have some varieties of oak that 
color beautifully, but they are less 
conspicuous than those of the east-
ern fores ts. 
LACKING SOME OF THE ELE-
ments of color, we have other fea-
tures which are beautiful beyond 
description. Opposite my window is 
a Virginia creeper which for a 
week has been perf arming miracles 
before m,y eyes. In the summer a· 
solid mass of green, it has re-
sponded to the touch of fairy fing-
ers, and its leaves · have become 
delicate pink, flaming crimson, 
rich bronze, with indescribable 
tints in between. N~Jive to the soil, 
hardy and persistent, the Virginia 
creeper is one of the most satis-
factory decorative plants growing 
in any latitude. 
* * * A FASCINATING STUDY IS 
the individuality of trees. Across 
the way is Fred Payne's row of 
ash, which I have mentioned sev-
eral till)es. Originally of the same 
size, and planted at the same time, 
they taper off in size uniformly 
from one end of the row to the 
other, for no reason that anyone 
has been able to discover. Last 
spring the sm~llest tree, at one end 
of the row, put o-qt its leaves a full 
week ahead of the others, and the 
others fallowed in regular order, 
the largest last. This fall, th~ 
smallest tree, apparently having 
::eached maturity fi:ra.t, became a 
E \lid mass of yellow a week before 
a leaf of any of the . others had 
changed color. Now they are all 
changing in the in verse order of 
their size. 
* * * EVERYWHERE IS TO · BE 
noted similar evidence of individu-
ality. An ash in my own back yfl,rd 
shows no sign of autumn coloring. 
In a group of cottonwoods near by 
all are touched with yellow bU:t 
one, whose green is brilliant in 
contrast. Box elders show masses 
of yellow, with here and there a 
touch of pink, but here and there 
are those which still retain their, 
green unchanged. 
* * * 
'PREDOMINANT IN THE COL-
oring of city· foliage are the yel-
lows, browns and tans, merging 
softly with the summer green.· In 
the country the more brilliant 
hues enrich the picture. And it Js 
a changeful picture, with fresh 
beauty shown with every ch~nge 
of lighting. Viewed from the west 
late on a sunny afternoon, a farm 
grove will show masses , of soft 
color, mingled with magic skill to 
present the most e~quisite · har-
mony. Viewed from the east, with 
the rays of the lowering sun shin-
ing through it, the same groy:e will 
appear .to be on fire, the soft tints 
having changed to a sparkle of in-
candescence. 
* * * NOTHING CAN BE ·MQRE 
beautiful than the northern land-
scape in autump. It :matters not 
whether one drives through the 
lake country of northern Minneso-
ta, where maples glow agai:p.st a 
background of pine, or through th~ 
hi!l · country of our own state, 
where trees and shrubbery present 
color combinations of wondrous 
beauty, or across the level prairie, 
where the soft tones of stubble 
fields and pasture lands mingle 
with the rich tints of ripening 
leaves, the season is one in which 
one may revel in beauty and feel 
glad to be on cart~. 

GRAND FORKS IS FORTUN-I BUT THE OLD THEATRE neck or tail according to the swing 
ate in having, at least, an auditori- passed its best days, and the only of currents. Thousands of specta-
um adequate in. every way for the other place available W3.S the city t th d . b t 1 presentation of the very best in auditorium, which has never been ors are ga ere in oa s a ong 
musical and dra- an ideal music hall. Still, good mu- the course to cheer the racers on 
ma; tic entertain- sic was brought to the city, and in and to bet their pounds or shillings 
ment. One reads that barn-like structure we heard on their favorites. 
with a feeling . of Paderewski, greatest pianist of his * * * 
satisfaction th e period, Melba, of the golden voice, THE WRITER . OF THE ·PA-
announcement of the beloved Schumann-Heink, the ragraph perversely refused to lo-
the opening on San Carlos Opera company, the Uk- cate Inishbofin and Inislyon, the 
Wednesday of the ranian chorus and the Cossack scene of these novel races, and I 
ticket sale for the singers, to mention only a few of began to hunt for those places. · 
artists course the attractions that have appeared Suspecting that they might be in 
presented by the in that totally inadequate building. Ireland I tackled the map of that 
Community Mu- * * * interesting country. I found two 
sic as so ciation, THIS YEAR THE ARTISTS Inishbofin islands, one on the 
and with the re- can be welcomed to a building for north coast and one on the east, 
alization t h a t which no apologies are necessary, but no Inislyon. In the search, how-
these fine num- and the quality of the entertain- ever, I found Inishowen, Inishtra-
bers are to be ment to be given is of the very hull, Inisfree, Inishmurray, Inish-
given in quarters Davies. highest. On the stage and in the glora, Inishkea, Inishturk, Inishdal-
clean, commodius, comfortable and concert hall the artists have been la, Inishark, Inishmore, Inishmanp., 
beautiful, consistent in every way interpreters of music in its highest and Inisheer. I suppose "Inish" has 
with the high character of the en- form, and they are at the height of a meaning. Will some Irishman 
tertainment to be presented. their powers. In securing this tell me what it 'is, 
* * * course for Grand Forks the Com- * * * 
GRAND FORKS HAS HAD munity Music association has per- THAT BRINGS TO MIND A 
some fine music in the past, some- formed a service of inestimable ancient story about Queen Victoria 
times under trying conditions. The value to the city and its adjacent Having sampled a dish of haggi 
old Met, in its palmy days, served territory. she complimented the cook an 
- an excellent purpose. Opened with * * * asked how it was made. "Well,' 
grand opera by Emma Abbott, A PAMPHLET TELLING OF said Sandy, "there's mutton intil't 
through th.e years the building attractions for tourists in Great an' barley intil't, an'-'' Her majes 
housed a splendid array of musical Britain and Ireland describes a ty, then unfamiliar with the north 
talent. One remembers with plea- kind of horseracing which is an ern dialect, interrupted to inquire 
sure Madame Butterfly, the Choco- annual event at Inishbofin and "What's 'intil't ?" Patiently Sand 
late Soldier, El Capitan, Robin Inislyon. The races are run on the replied, "There's mutton intil't, an 
Hood, the Minneapolis Symphony seashore. The start is on the sand barley intil't-" · "Yes, said Victoria, 
o~chestra, and many others, all a quarter of a mile inland. The but what's 'intil't' 'intil't' ?" ''Losh! 
presented by real artists, and in horses gallop that distance, plunge woman," exclaimed Sandy, "I'm a-
surroundings which at that time in, and swim a mile, with their rid- tellin' ye what's intil't. There's 
were ideal. I ers in bathing suits · clinging to mutton intl't, an' barley intil't-'' 
NEW .YORK'S DRAMATIC SEA- J~ss_ie._ Blanding, Mr. ~isher's moth- of strains of fish which would· live 
son gets und_er ·way with the usual er, was one of the early teachers in in. :relatively strong alkaline wa-
number of new plays~ one of them the Grand Forks schools. For some ter, and in discovering what sort 
ibeing "The Star Wagon," by Max- time she made her home with the of plant life could be propagated to 
;well Anderson. It · Free mans, who owp.ed ' the farm assist in providing food · and shelter 
is a departure which later became Lincoln park. for the young -fish. The water be-
from Anderson's * * * came so strongly impregnated that 
recent offerings I HAVE . KNOWN KARL FA- the experiments had to be aband-
in verse, being a rup, of Park River, for many years, oned as hopeless. The biological 
prose f an t as Y but only recently learned that he station became a museum which 
which one an- and I got our start in North Da- kept open during the summer. 
nounc-ement says · kota in the sam_e line of work, sur- * * * . 
goes back to bi- veying. I am told that Mr. Farup EVEN AFTER THE WATER 
cycle days. Word worked on the surveys that ran the had subsided enough to . dry up the 
of its reception· lines through the territory north bay which orice permitted the 
will be awaited and · west of Devils Lake. steamer to land at the . dock close 
with interest. * * * by the present Great · Northern 
Friends of Max- I HAD A CHAT THE OTHER right of way, the lake shore was a 
w e 11 Anderson day with Mayor Hocking, of Dev- lively place in summer. Many cot-
will also be inter- · ils Lake, about the days when tagers spent the summer there, and· 
ested in the in- Davies. Captain Heerman's steamer, the tents were used as temporary habi-. 
formation t h at "Minnie H.," plied the waters of tations. The Chautauqua associa...; 
this season for the first time one Devils Lake, and when fish were tion brought excellent attractions 
of Anderson's plays is to be pro- shipped from .the lake by the car- and thousands atte~ded the gath-
dµced in London. His "Winterset" load. Dr. Hocking says that in Far- erings. For the accommodation of 
reached London as a film, but no go, where his boyhood was spent, summer visitors a railroad was 
play of his has been staged there. practically all the fish consumed built from the city to the lake. · It 
This year Londoners will see "The there- were netted in Devils L3:ke. , wasn't much of a railway, but it 
~asque of Kings," which proved to One farmer who lived by. the lake had ·a real locomotive· and a string 
be only a moderate success on shore, had a point of land ' on his of three or four open· cars, and for 
Broadway last year, and , which, farm which ran into deep water, a time it did a thriving business. 
therefore, may not prove to be . An- and there he was · in the habit of * * * . . 
derson's most fortunate introduc- throwing fish out of the water with · AS A PART OF THE MIS-
tion to British audiences. a fork. souri diversion project there , is 
* * * * * * contemplated the raising of the 
THERE ARE FEW FAMILIES IN LATER ' YEARS, WHEN lake level, not to where it was or-
whose residence in North Dakota the brine became too strong for iginally, but a few feet, which 
has been .longer than that · of the fish, Professor Brannon, of the would work wonders for the locali-
Blanding Fisher, himself for many University of North Dakota, had_ ty. In the course of a few years 
years a resident of Devils Lake. built a biological station on th.~ the influx of fresh water· would 
The family of Mr. Fisher's mother lake shore for the study of the freshen the lake and make fish life 
settled on a farm near Wahpeton water· and the possibility of main- again possible, and the lake would 
in 1862, and members of that fam- taining fish life in it. His experi- become. one of the great summer 
ily still live on the same farm. ments dealt with the development I resorts of the northwest. 
